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Experimental Validation of a Multirobot Distributed Receding Horizon Motion Planning Approach

José M. Mendes Filho\textsuperscript{a,b,*}, Eric Lucet\textsuperscript{a} and David Filliat\textsuperscript{b}

Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of motion planning for a multirobot system in a partially known environment where conditions such as uncertainty about robots’ positions and communication delays are real. In particular, we detail the use of a Distributed Receding Horizon Approach that guarantees collision avoidance with static obstacles and between robots communicating with each other. Underlying optimization problems are solved by using a Sequential Least Squares Programming algorithm. Experiments with real nonholonomic mobile platforms are performed. The proposed framework is compared with the Dynamic Window approach to motion planning in a single robot setup. A second experiment shows results for a multirobot case using two robots where collision is avoided even in presence of significant localization uncertainties.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Multirobot System (MRS) is a system composed by multiple robots operating in the same environment. These systems have received a great deal of interest for their potential to accomplish complicated tasks in different application domains such as exploration [1], [2], transportation [3], [4], construction [5] and more.

An indispensable capability for MRS is Motion Planning (MP). MP can be broadly defined as the problem of generating a collision-free trajectory (sequence of poses and velocities) from an initial to a final pose. Although simple in its definition, this problem is PSPACE-hard [6]. For the past decades, many approximate approaches to solve this problem have been proposed [7], [8]. It remains, though, a major focus of robotics, especially when robots’ workspaces are dynamic partially known environments - in which case the problem is shown to be intractable (NP-hard) [9]. Furthermore, far less work has been carried out for addressing the MP problem for MRS than for single robot systems, as pointed out in [10].

An increasingly common approach for addressing this problem is the use of mathematical programming. It offers flexibility to explicitly accommodate multiple systems requirements simultaneously. In most cases, these requirements are a subset of the following list: kinematics, dynamics, collision avoidance and connectivity maintenance requirements [11].

Our previous work presented in [12] fits this group of mathematical programming methods by proposing a formulation of the MRS MP problem as distributed nonlinear programming problems (NLPs) solved by each robot in the system. It then interleaves planning and execution in the partially known environment by using a Receding Horizon approach. It aims to generate dynamically feasible and collision-free trajectories for a MRS composed of nonholonomic ground vehicles modeled as unicycle-type robots. NLPs are numerically solved by using a Sequential Least Squares Programming algorithm (SLSQP) [13], [14]. The complete approach is referred to as DRHMP (Distributed Receding Horizon Motion Planning).

This paper builds on that work with three main objectives: i) to discuss strategies and implementation techniques in order to use the DRHMP approach in real mobile robots; ii) to compare the DRHMP to another MP approach for a single robot system; iii) to demonstrate the robustness of the DRHMP in presence of localization and tracking errors and real communication conditions between two robots.

In order to accomplish those objectives, the DRHMP approach was implemented on two Turtlebots 2 platforms [15] equipped with rangefinder sensors (structured-light 3D scanners). Its performance was compared with that of a Dynamic Window approach (DWA) used by default in the ROS navigation stack.

The paper is thus organized as follows: the next section gives a brief summary of related work on MRS MP. Section III provides a presentation of the DRHMP approach. In Section IV the experimental setup for verifying that approach is detailed along with the most significant contributions of this work. The last two sections present results and conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Approaches for solving the MRS MP problem can be classified in many different ways. Refer to [16], [10] for comprehensive surveys on the subject. Here we aim only to review a few recent works that closely relate to ours.

In [17] a mathematical programming and distributed receding horizon approach is used for MRS MP. Robots are required to communicate and exchange their current and most recent states. That information is used to predict robots trajectories assuming uniform linear motion. Then, those predictions are used to form collision avoidance constraints in the optimization problem. An interesting aspect of this approach is that it splits the planning horizon into two parts: during the first part collision avoidance and smoothness of trajectories are dealt with; in the second part only global target convergence is a concern. An incremental
sequential convex programming (SCP) algorithm for solving the optimization problems is used. Only results in simulation are shown.

Work presented in [18] proposes a Decentralized Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (DNMPC) for addressing MRS MP where careful convergence and feasibility analysis are provided. Formation maintenance, avoidance of static obstacles and inter-robot collision avoidance are verified in simulation for unicycle robots but the approach could be generalized for other types of systems. The method requires that the robots communicate sequentially and it is not clear how the underlying finite horizon optimization control problems for each robot are solved. This approach too remains to be tested in a real experiment.

Another recent relevant work on Distributed MPC for MRS is presented in [19]. Instead of relying on complete predictions of other robots trajectories it uses occupancy grid data aiming for a reduction in the required communication means. The approach was tested on nonholonomic mobile platforms using an external motion capture system for localization of the mobile platforms.

Our approach closely relates to the one presented in [17]. The main differences consist in how collision constraints are handled and how localization and tracking errors are modeled. In [17] the problem of having non-differentiable constraints for obstacle avoidance is addressed by transforming them into smooth nonlinear constraints. Conversely, our work derives differentiable smooth constraints from sampled data (inflated occupancy grids given by the perception module) by doing local interpolations around sampled points in robots’ planned trajectories. As for localization and tracking errors, [17] assumes they are always inferior to a small constant while our work uses a probabilistic model and confidence regions to produce robust collision-free trajectories.

III. DISTRIBUTED RECEEDING HORIZON MOTION PLANNING

In the DRHMP approach, each robot in the MRS computes its own local trajectory. Analogous to a MPC, a prediction time-horizon $T_p$ and a computation timeslot $T_c$ are defined¹.

$T_p$ is the time-horizon for which a local solution to the motion problem will be computed and $T_c$ is the timeslot during which a portion of that solution is implemented while the next plan - created for the next time-horizon $T_p$ - is being computed.

For each receding horizon planning problem, the following two steps are performed:

Step 1: Each robot computes its own intended solution trajectory by solving a constrained nonlinear optimization problem (NLP). In that problem all needed constraints are included except coupling constraints, meaning constraints that involve solving a conflict between multiple robots such as collision or loss of communication. The solution found at this step is referred to as step1-generated trajectory.

Step 2: Robots involved in a potential conflict (risk of collision, or communication loss) update their trajectories computed at Step 1 by solving a second NLP that additionally takes coupling constraints into account. For evaluating those additional coupling constraints the robots asynchronously exchange their step1-generated trajectories. If a robot is not involved in any conflict, its step2-generated trajectory becomes equal to the one found at Step 1 avoiding solving the second NLP.

When a robot arrives closer to its goal, a termination procedure for reaching the goal is used. It takes the desired final configuration as a hard constraint in the optimization problem and uses the time for reaching the goal as the cost. Work presented in [18] proposes a Decentralized Receding Horizon Motion Planning (DRHMP) algorithm for solving the optimization problems as follows:

$$\min_{q(t)} || q(t_k + T_p) - q_{goal} ||; \forall t \in [t_k, t_k + T_p]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

subject to:

- $\dot{q}(t) = f(q(t), u(t)), \forall t \in [t_k, t_k + T_p]$
- $q(t_k) = q(t_k - 1 + T_c)$
- $\dot{q}(t_k) = \dot{q}(t_k - 1 + T_c)$
- $v^2(t) \leq v_{max}^2, \forall t \in [t_k, t_k + T_p]$
- $\omega^2(t) \leq \omega_{max}^2, \forall t \in [t_k, t_k + T_p]$
- $a^2(t) \leq a_{max}^2, \forall t \in [t_k, t_k + T_p]$
- $d(O,t) \geq e_\alpha, \forall t \in [t_k, t_k + T_p], \forall O \in \mathcal{O}$
- $d(R_c,t) \geq e_\alpha(R_c), \forall t \in [t_k, t_k + T_p], \forall R_c \in \mathcal{E}$
- $d(R, t) \leq \min(d_{com}, d_{com}), \forall t \in [t_k, t_k + T_p], \forall R \in \mathcal{D}$

with $t_k$ the starting discrete time for the $k$th receding horizon optimization problem, $f$ the kinematic model of the robot, $q = (x, y, \psi)$ the vehicle’s pose, $u$ the system’s input, $v = \|\dot{x}\|$, $\alpha = \psi$, $a = \|\ddot{x}\|$, $\mathcal{O}$ the set of obstacles known by robot $R$ at $t_k$, $\mathcal{E}$ the set of collision candidates vehicles for robot $R$ at $t_k$, $\mathcal{D}$ the set of communication loss candidates for robot $R$ at $t_k$, $d_{com}$ the maximum communication range of robot $R$, $d_{com}$ the maximum communication range of robot $R$, $e_\alpha$, the minimum distance allowed between robot $R$ and any obstacle, and $e_\alpha(R_c)$ the minimum distance allowed between robots $R$ and $R_c$.

In our previous work, when applying this approach, several assumptions about communication, perception and magnitude of different errors were made that do not hold in a real application.

First, when testing in simulation, computations of each robot were made by a different thread under a unique process. This allowed the use of shared memory for communicating among virtual robots which could be considered instantaneous within that context.

¹The term receding horizon is favored over the more used term MPC [20] because the DRHMP approach more than just the first element of the optimal solution for computing the system’s input. In other words, since $T_c$ is usually greater than the lower level controller time period $T$, the first $T_c/T$ elements of the solution are implemented.
Another unrealistic assumption was about perception. Once an obstacle entered the perception range of a vehicle, a perfect knowledge of that obstacle’s shape (polygon or circle) and pose was considered. It was possible then to solve simple algebraic expressions for computing the distance from a given point to the obstacle.

Finally, localization of simulated robots was precise and accurate and tracking errors were reasonably small. That allowed for the use of constant, small tolerance values for constraints concerning collision avoidance (i.e. constant, small $\epsilon_o$ and $\epsilon_r$).

**IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP**

This section details how each of the unrealistic assumption presented above - concerning communication, perception and errors - were compensated for in order to use the DRHMP in a real experiment. Two Turtlebots 2 [15] mobile robots were used for such purpose.

**A. MRS architecture**

The DRHMP approach was implemented as a plugin (named **codrha_local_planner**) adhering to the **BaseLocalPlanner** interface provided by the nav_core ROS package. This allows for using other features already present in the ROS navigation stack [22] such as occupancy grids, global planners, etc.

Each robot launched its own ROS master node and all other nodes needed for navigation, including an instance of **codrha_local_planner**.

Communication between robots was conducted outside ROS systems for messaging (typically Topics or Services). Specific socket programming was implemented so exchange of information among robots could be as minimal as possible.

A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) over Wi-fi (IEEE 802.11) was used. Ad-hoc networks represent a more robust architecture compared to infrastructure mode networks (which use central Access Point) and more flexible, scalable and cheap than architectures with fixed topology in general [23].

The embedded computers on each robot had a dual core Intel® Celeron® N3060 @ 1.60GHz CPU. For better performance, priority and affinity configurations of threads had to be set properly. Communication-related threads were set with affinity to one of the cores (e.g. core 0) with higher priority than any other processes in the system (e.g. priority 10). In turn, all ROS-related threads were launched with affinity to the remaining core (e.g. core 1) with priority only lower than communication-related threads (e.g. priority 9).

Time synchronization among robots is a critical aspect of any MRS. In the DRHMP the need of a common global time is fundamental to the evaluation of conflict between vehicles. In a wireless network, the problem becomes even more challenging due to the possibility of collision of the synchronization packets on the wireless medium and the higher drift rate of clocks on the low-cost wireless devices.

In this experiment, time synchronization was achieved by using an alternative NTP client and server called chrony [24], designed for systems that are not permanently online. It is supposed to provide an accuracy typically in the tens of microseconds.

An architecture representing the most relevant components of a robot in the MRS can be seen in Fig. 1.

**B. Localization and tracking error compensation**

Localization for vehicles used in the experiments was done by using a particle filter [25] merging data from gyroscopes, encoders, rangefinder sensors and static map. As well as for any localization system, there is inherent error associated with the robot’s estimated configuration. That uncertainty can be characterized by the covariance matrix of the robot’s configuration which is known for each robot at each instant $t_k$. Likewise, each robot can estimate its tracking error based on the planned reference trajectory and its configuration estimate.

Both covariation values and tracking error were sent as part of the information exchanged between robots along with their estimated configuration and planned trajectory. This enables a given robot $R$ to compute a conservative “safety distance” from robot $R_o$ that is time dependent and can replace the constant $\epsilon_o(R_o)$ in the NLP constraints.

The new value is computed according to the equation:

$$
\epsilon_r(R_o,t) = \epsilon_t(t) + \epsilon_{loc}(t) + \epsilon_{tr,R_o}(t) + \epsilon_{loc,R_o}(t)
$$

where $\epsilon_t$ is simply the euclidean norm of lateral and longitudinal tracking errors and $\epsilon_{loc}$ is a confidence value related to position estimates. $\epsilon_{loc}$ depends on the covariance matrix given by the robots’ localization modules, and its expression is given by Eq. 3:

$$
\epsilon_{loc}(t) = \sqrt{\chi^2_{\nu}(2) ||\lambda_0,\lambda_1||_\infty}
$$

with $\lambda_0$ and $\lambda_1$ being the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.

Similarly, $\epsilon_r$ in the NLP constraints can be replaced by $\epsilon_r(t)$, where:

$$
\epsilon_r(t) = \epsilon_{tr}(t) + \epsilon_{loc}(t)
$$

Fig. 2 shows a graphical representation of errors $\epsilon_{tr}(t)$ and $\epsilon_{loc}(t)$ at instant $t_k$.

2 A 95% CR (i.e. $\chi^2_{0.05}(2) = 5.991$) was used in the experiments.
Fig. 2: Localization and tracking errors representation. The 95% Confidence Region ellipse encompasses the central 95% of the probability mass of possible locations for a robot at instant $\tau_k$. The ellipse is dilated by the robot’s radius.

C. Use of costmap for obstacle avoidance

Instead of a complete geometric description of obstacles as used in previous works [12], [21], only 2D costmaps are available for the purpose of obstacle avoidance when using ROS navigation stack. These costmaps are based on occupancy grids generated from 3D sensor data and user defined inflation radius that is meant to take the robot’s footprint into account.

Directly using those costmaps for computing obstacle avoidance constraints in the DRHMP is not straightforward. The solution that worked best can be described in two steps.

First, the occupancy grid is inflated according to a linear function that goes from the highest possible cost value at an occupied position in the grid, to zero at a position located at a distance equals to the radius of the robot.

Secondly, bicubic interpolations of the costmap around sample points taken along a trajectory candidate are performed. Those interpolations provide a locally defined, continuous and differentiable distance function for each sample during optimization. A representation of this approach for one sample is displayed in the Fig. 3.

The importance of having a continuous differentiable distance functions comes from the way the SLSQP solver searches for a solution: it uses finite differences to estimate first and second order derivatives of constraints. Without interpolations, those finite differences would usually evaluate to zero. That is because the differentiation step size $h$ employed by SLSQP is much smaller than the occupancy grid resolution.

V. RESULTS

Experiments were carried out in order to investigate two aspects: how the DRHMP compares to another local MP in a “single robot avoiding an obstacle” situation and how well collision avoidance between two robots running the DRHMP is performed in face of real communication, perception and trajectory tracking issues. Across all experiments we used $v_{max} = 0.2 \text{ m/s}$, $a_{max} = 0.5 \text{ m/s}^2$, $T_p = 3.8 \text{ s}$, $T_c = 0.3 \text{ s}$. A simple controller designed for tracking a reference admissible trajectory based on the kinematic model of the system was used [26].

A. Experiment 1 - Single robot obstacle avoidance

A testbed as shown in Fig. 4 was used for comparing collision avoidance with a static obstacle using the DRHMP approach and the well known Dynamic Window approach (DWA) [27]. Although admittedly each planners’ performance can be highly impacted by the configuration of its parameters, an effort was made to set those values so equivalent behaviors could be obtained. Velocity and acceleration limitations were set to same values for instance.

As indicated in Fig. 4 the “robot” located near the XY origin had to reach the “target” point located about 2.3 m of its initial position. An obstacle of about 20 cm in diameter not known by the robot in advance was placed in the way.

Table I summarizes the performance of each planner regarding five criteria. Mean and standard deviation (Std) data were based on 10 trials for each algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DRHMP</th>
<th>DWA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>travel time (s)</td>
<td>12.637</td>
<td>18.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average linear speed (m/s)</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final position error (m)</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final yaw error (rad)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min clearance from obstacles (m)</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3: 3D representation of the costmap and local interpolation used by the codrha_local_planner. Cost values of 254 correspond to the detected surface of an obstacle.

Fig. 4: Experiment 1. (a) shows a representation of the testbed using the same map information as the localization system of the real robots. (b) is an actual photo of the testbed.
In none of the tests neither MP approaches failed to avoid obstacles. Compared to DWA, DRHMP can be seen as a less conservative approach. It keeps less clearance from obstacles and can produce a higher average linear velocity in order to minimize travel time. That behavior derives from the type of objective function used in the NLPs. Similarly, DWA’s behavior derives from its scoring algorithm. It worth noticing that DRHMP presents an inferior standard deviation compared to DWA which suggests it is a more stable approach. Typical paths adopted by both algorithms can be seen in Fig. 4a.

B. Experiment 2 - Multirobot motion planning

Experiment 2 consisted of having two robots going successively from one target location in their shared workspace to another. Those targets positions were such that the robots would execute two different triangle-shaped loops that share a common side. Along this shared side the two robots (if the timing was right) would have to cross each other to reach their next target. The robots’ trajectories in Fig. 5 illustrate this setup.

For better evaluating the DRHMP performance in that scenario two different sub-experiments were set. In sub-experiment 2a a simplification about tracking and localization errors was made. They were considered equal to zero by the DRHMP algorithm running in both robots ($\epsilon = 0$). It implied though that the physical robots had to be kept still during planning to prevent them from colliding. As we will see, the $\epsilon = 0$ assumption is far from realistic, provided the platforms we worked with. Sub-experiment 2b, on the contrary, makes no such simplification and $\epsilon$ is based on the real information about the physical robots executing the planned trajectories. This second case shows how even with errors of about 50 cm the DRHMP can safely find collision-free trajectories for both physical robots. Everything else, specially communication is done in the same way across both experiments.

1) Sub-experiment 2a:

The trajectories produced and the inter-robot distance along this entire sub-experiment can be seen in Figs. 5a to 5e. Planned trajectories would allow both robots to avoid each other with almost no clearance at four different moments as indicated by the inter-robot distance curve passing near zero in Fig. 5a.

Figs. 5b to 5e represent four snapshots of both robots planning processes around the first moment of collision avoidance. The green continuous lines in front of the robots represent the XY points of their planned trajectory for the horizon $T_p$ (i.e. step2-generated trajectories). The dashed line in front of a given robot $R_a$ represents what the other robot $R_b$ thinks $R_a$ will do (i.e. $R_a$’s step1-generated trajectory as known by $R_b$ as a result of their communication).

When collision is not an issue, dashed lines may superpose almost exactly the green continuous ones. In contrast, as collision becomes an issue, one can observe a greater difference between those two types of trajectories. At Fig. 5c, $R_b$’s step1-generated trajectory as known by $R_a$ is shown as coming straight at $R_b$. $R_a$’s step2-generated trajectory, in green, is quite different from that and clearly avoids a future collision. That is because $R_a$ has already taken into account $R_b$’s step1-generated trajectory into its Step 2.

Following the time sequence and observing Fig. 5d, one can see that the actually followed paths after solving the conflict reflect a smaller deviation from the otherwise straight-line trajectory when compared to those planned green lines in Fig. 5c. This is due to the Receding Horizon nature of the approach which interleaves planning and execution and therefore reconsiders the avoidance trajectory adapting to the changes made by the other robot. Its implication, albeit conditioned to $T_c$ value, is that collision avoidance ends up being achieved with near the minimum clearance possible (zero in this case). Furthermore, a natural compromise between robots is achieved: they both deform their initial straight trajectories of comparable amounts.

That is precisely the behavior expected for the DRHMP in a multirobot scenario and observed in simulation in previous works [12].

2) Sub-experiment 2b:

In this sub-experiment the physical robots actually did navigate their workspace and the real observed information about their localization and trajectory tracking was used in the DRHMP.

Due to imprecision of sensors, actuators and low level controllers, $\epsilon$ becomes meaningful in this second case as shown by the error bands in Fig. 5f. That has the effect of reducing the space of acceptable solutions in which the DRHMP searches for optimal trajectories. If, additionally, the workspace is very cluttered there may be no acceptable solutions left yielding optimization errors at the SLSQP algorithm level.

| TABLE II: Experiment 2 summary |
|-------------------------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| Planned IRD                   |     |     |     |     |     |
| $R_a$                         |     |     |     |     |     |
| COD                           | 0.014 |     |     |     |     |
| USD                           | 0.282 | 0.282 | 0.000 | 0.376 | 370 |
| URI                           | 64.506 | 64.204 | 64.204 | 64.506 | 323 |
| $R_b$                         |     |     |     |     |     |
| COD                           | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.376 | 370 |
| USD                           | 0.280 | 0.280 | 0.280 | 0.376 | 323 |
| URI                           | 64.204 | 64.204 | 64.204 | 64.204 | 323 |
| Planned IRD                   |     |     |     |     |     |
| Observed IRD                  |     |     |     |     |     |
| $\epsilon_r$ (m)              | 0.292 | 0.292 | 0.292 | 0.292 | 351 |
| $\epsilon_c$ (m)              |     |     |     |     |     |
| $R_a$                         |     |     |     |     |     |
| COD                           | 0.004 | 0.004 | 0.004 | 0.004 | 355 |
| USD                           | 0.073 | 0.073 | 0.073 | 0.073 | 355 |
| URI                           | 61.112 | 61.112 | 61.112 | 61.112 | 355 |
| $R_b$                         |     |     |     |     |     |
| COD                           | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 0.000 | 351 |
| USD                           | 0.201 | 0.201 | 0.201 | 0.201 | 351 |
| URI                           | 68.930 | 68.930 | 68.930 | 68.930 | 351 |

RI = received information  
URI = % of the RI that is actually used by the DRHMP at Step 2  
COD = communication delay measured by the receiving end in seconds  
USD = delay between receiving and start using RI in DRHMP in seconds  
IRD = inter-robot distance in meters

3communication delays may still prevent them from being identical
Fig. 5: Experiment 2 results. (a) to (e) refer to sub-experiment 2a while (f) to (j) to sub-experiment 2b. “Planned” or “P” data shows inter-root distance computed based on the planned trajectories generated by the DRHMP approach. “Observed” or “O” data represents the same distance but based on observed/estimated actual position of the robots. In (f) the blue and purple error bands centered around the “Planned” line represent respectively the safety distance of Eq. 2 ($\varepsilon_r$) and its localization component ($\varepsilon_{loc,R_a} + \varepsilon_{loc,R_b}$).

Nevertheless, for the studied setup, acceptable solutions were always found and the inter-root collision of the physical robots were prevented at all times throughout the experiment (as observed in the experiment video in [28]).

From Fig. 5g to 5j the difference between black and colored circles representing the robots reflects the tracking error. Black circles use the mean information of robots’ localization systems while colored ones use the planned poses. As before, dashed and green continuous lines in front of a given robot represent respectively the step1-generated trajectory known by the other robot and its own step2-generated trajectory.

The utility of a nonconstant $\varepsilon_r$ taking robots localization uncertainty into account can be appreciated in Fig. 5f. It can be observed that when $\varepsilon_r$ takes smaller values (such as near time 45s compared to time 20s) the inter-root distance can be reduced as well.

Table II summarize statistics of experiment 2 regarding communication and inter-root distances. Comparing communication-related values between robots $R_a$ and $R_b$ and then between sub-experiments 2a and 2b shows indeed that communication conditions were very symmetric. The column titled “Obs” shows the number of observations and it is roughly equal to the duration of the experiment divided by $T_c$ (the period the robots exchange step1-generate trajectories). Furthermore, due to the asynchronism between robots’ planning processes and to communication delays, it is common that part of the trajectory information received by a robot concerns a time interval of no interest to that robot. In other words, at Step 2 of the DRHMP the information about another robot’s trajectory may be partially too old or planned for too far into the future. The percentage of the information that can actually be used is referred to as URI. Overall, despite considerable communication delays (tens of ms), low quality localization (main responsible for high $\varepsilon_r$ values) and use of a simple kinematic controller that does not take sliding and actuator response times into account, the DRHMP manages to produce satisfying results with respect
to multirobot collision avoidance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a Distributed Receding Horizon Motion Planning approach for Multirobot Systems is presented and tested in real experiments. We detail its implementation on two mobile platforms as a mean of discussing solutions for dealing with real application limitations concerning communication and perception. Its performance is compared with the Dynamic Window approach in a single robot setup. Tests for multirobot system are also carried out showing the robustness of the DRHMP in presence of localization uncertainties and real communication delays.

Among the future research directions that could be explored based on this work, we particularly think that a generalization of the approach for different systems (not only unicycle-like vehicles) for supporting non-homogeneous multi-robot systems is of great interest and relatively straightforward.

Moreover, in this work we assume that robots can obtain information about other robots by directly communicating with them (as in a fully connected topology). This is an unrealistic assumption for robots in a mobile ad-hoc network where topology is dynamic and self-organizing. The use of an efficient and secure distributed ledger [29] for sharing information among all robots in the network would be an interesting improvement and enable tests with a greater number of robots without prohibitively increasing communication requirements.
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